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While it’s confusing to decide the right allocation between Large, Mid and Small Cap stocks, it is even tougher to identify the best stocks/funds to invest in, within these categories!

We present you a unique combination of active + passive investing!
Nippon India Passive Flexicap FoF aims to follow the collective wisdom of the market to decide appropriate allocation across market caps.
And then invest it in appropriate low cost ETFs/ Index Funds*.
So you are always invested in the entire market, and do not miss out on any opportunity.
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- With Lower Volatility
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* Maximum total expense ratio (TER) of 1%.
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Nippon India Passive Flexicap FoF (An Open-ended Fund of Funds Scheme investing in units of ETFs/Index Funds of Nippon India Mutual Fund)

Nippon India Passive Flexicap FoF is suitable for investors who are seeking*:
- Long term capital appreciation
- Investment predominantly in units of ETFs/Index Funds of Nippon India Mutual Fund

*Investors should consult their financial advisors if in doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
Nepal PM gets House dissolved, sparks protests

YUBARAJ GHIMIRE
KATHMANDU, DECEMBER 20

Triggering protests and the resignations of at least seven Cabinet-rank ministers, Prime Minister K.P. Sharma Oli Sunday dissolved the country’s House of Representatives, which is the lower house of Parliament, two years short of its five-year tenure following months of bickering among factions within the ruling Nepal Communist Party (NCP).

With legal experts and political leaders slamming the move as “unconstitutional”, several petitions were filed before the Supreme Court within hours of the House dissolution.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

India experts to meet today over new virus strain in UK

KAULAN SHARMA
NEW DELHI, DECEMBER 20

The Health Ministry’s top advisory body will meet urgently on Monday to discuss the new strain of the novel coronavirus in the United Kingdom, which has triggered concern and prompted several European countries to stop incoming flights from the UK.

Sources said experts from AIIMS and the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), along with a representative from the World Health Organisation, will meet to discuss the strain.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

CBI in Hathras rape: Accused ‘frustrated’ after victim rebuff

AMILBHATNAGAR
NEW DELHI, DECEMBER 20

The 19-year-old Dalit woman killed in Hathras was allegedly raped by four men after she rebuffed one of them, Sandeep, and this “change in their relationship” “aggravated his feelings” and “frustrated him”, the CBI has said in its chargesheet filed in the case.

The chargesheet also has a scathing indictment of the Uttar Pradesh Police, stating that despite the woman naming three people the police had arrested, the statement was recorded on September 19, the name of only one was mentioned in the statement. It further states that “though victim alleged medical examination, the medical examination report regarding same was not conducted.”

The CBI chargesheet against the four upper-castemen has been filed in a court in Hathras under IPC Sections 376 (rape), 376-D (rape or seeking or abetting or procuring or attempting to procure copulation with woman under 16 years), and Section 302 (murder).

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

FRESH OUTREACH
Govt invites farm leaders for more talks, at a date of their choosing

HARIKISHAN SHARMA
NEW DELHI, DECEMBER 20

With farm unions intensifying protests to press their demand for the repeal of the three farm laws, the government on Sunday invited farmer leaders for a new round of talks and urged them to choose a date according to their convenience.

In a five-page letter to Kranti Kisan Union Punjab state president Dr. Darshan Pal, Vivek Aggarwal, joint secretary in the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare said: “You are requested to share the details in response to your plans, after having discussions with your respective leaders, and inform the dates for which the talks are to be held.

The letter, addressed to Pal and copied to 39 other farmer leaders, gives the background of the talks held so far.

Aggarwal’s letter has come in response to Pal’s December 16 letter to the minister stating that the talks held so far were mere “glossing”. The meeting held with leaders on December 12 was not really a talk, and the matter could not be resolved.

The letter states that “farmer leaders, represented by Dr. Darshan Pal, have been in talks with the government for the past two months and the matter could not be resolved.”

The letter also states that “you are requested to share the details in respect to your doubts after having discussion with farmer union leaders invited earlier, and inform the date for next round of talks according to your convenience, so that the matter can be resolved.”

As protests continue, Ministry writes five-page letter to farmer leaders
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Banking on HC order, interfaith couple say won’t go back to UP

SOFI AHMAD
NEW DELHI, DECEMBER 20

“We wouldn’t have been able to marry in Shahjahanpur, someone would have found out and stopped us,” said 25-year-old Shameem, who fled with 21-year-old Simran from their hometown in Uttar Pradesh last month.

Fearing vigilantism in the name of “love jihad” and with the UP Police clamping down on interfaith couples citing the newly enacted UP anti-love jihad law, the couple decided to seek help from the Supreme Court.

After the HC order, the couple reached Shahjahanpur, where they met several legal experts and leaders in the UP including Congress leader Manoj Jha, who has been a strong critic of the anti-love jihad law.

The couple then wrote to the Chief Justice of India and the Supreme Court, seeking help in the case.

As the HC ordered a stay on the Anti-LOVE Jihad law, the couple sought help from the Supreme Court. They have been living in Shahjahanpur for the past two months and the case is pending in the HC.
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CBI in Hathras case: Accused ‘frustrated’ after victim’s refusal

Govt invites farmer leaders for more talks, at a date of their choosing

Weather-based advance warning system for disaster outlooks in the works: Govt
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Hypersound is not in the business of speed

HC relief for 8 Maratha students who missed out on both EWS, SEBC quotas
WHEN CAFE Turtle—part of FullShut restaurants announce comeback, new ones in line

North 15 is a 3-year-old, vegetarian eatery which has just announced an official comeback. The restaurant, which was named one of the best in North Delhi by Foodies Review, was re-looked after by Chef Ravi Vatsa earlier this year. North 15 has been identified as a vital part of Delhi’s food scene, and its owners have worked hard to ensure that the restaurant is back in full swing. The restaurant’s reopening will coincide with the reopening of other FullShut restaurants, which have been closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The FullShut group is planning to reopen several of its restaurants in the coming weeks, with North 15 leading the way.

Towards the end of 2020, several foodies had expressed their disappointment at the closure of some of FullShut’s restaurants. Now, with the reopening of North 15, Delhi’s food enthusiasts can look forward to enjoying some of the best vegetarian cuisine in the city. The restaurant is expected to bring back its popular dishes, including its signature dishes like the North 15 Chaat and the North 15 Makhani.

North 15 is just one of the many restaurants that have been affected by the pandemic. Many other restaurants in Delhi have also faced similar challenges, and they have had to close down temporarily. However, with the reopening of North 15, Delhi’s food scene is expected to get a much-needed boost. The city’s food enthusiasts are eagerly waiting for the reopening of other FullShut restaurants, and they are looking forward to enjoying some of the best vegetarian cuisine in the city.
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Amid biting cold, medical camps ensure help at hand

By Abhinav Saha

NEW DELHI, DECEMBER 20

With beds, blankets, charging points, farmers make tractor-trolleys habitable: 'This is our home now'

Rakesh Singh, 25, of Sonepat, Haryana, said, 'I feel like I am living in a hotel. We have beds, blankets, chargers, and a TV. We can even charge our phones here. I feel like I am in a five-star hotel. It's like a five-star hotel but without the food. We have to take our food with us.'

The tractor-trolleys have become temporary homes for farmers protesting against the new farm laws. They have set up camps at Singhu, Tikri, and Ghazipur borders in Delhi, where they have been staying for over a month. The camps are equipped with basic amenities like beds, blankets, and charging points, and farmers have even brought in their own food and drinks.

Ranjana, a farmer from Haryana, said, 'We have brought our own food and drinks. We have also brought our own beds and blankets.'

The camps are set up in a way that they are safe from the cold. Farmers have even brought in their own blankets and beds. They have also brought in their own food and drinks.

'Singhu border becomes bigger by the day,' said a farmer from Punjab. 'We have brought in our own food and drinks. We have also brought in our own beds and blankets.'

The camps are set up in a way that they are safe from the cold. Farmers have even brought in their own blankets and beds. They have also brought in their own food and drinks.

'Singhu border becomes bigger by the day,' said a farmer from Punjab. 'We have brought in our own food and drinks. We have also brought in our own beds and blankets.'
**SHAH HOLDS ROADSHOW IN BOLPUR**

Will consider implementing CAA after Covid-19 vaccination starts

Says BJP will build Sonar Bangla; let them build Sonar Bharat first, counters TMC

The Prime Minister made his statement in the context of the upcoming Assembly elections in West Bengal.

**PAYING RESPECTS TO GURIKHAN BHADUR**

Amid standoff with farmers, PM visits gurdwara in Delhi

The Prime Minister paid his respects to the braveheart during his visit to the Gurdwara Pathar Sahib.

**DELHI CONFIDENTIAL**

Congress and BJP had to contend with the “expected” results, Congress sources said.

The seat share each party has won so far is: Congress 69, BJP 62, Aam Aadmi Party 2, and others.

**Rajasthan**

Cong forms board in 36 of 50 urban local bodies

The Congress has formed boards in 36 of the 50 urban local bodies in the state, including in the cities of Udaipur, Bikaner, and Jodhpur.

**DEHIL**

**PLEDGING SUPPORT**

BJP will support the TMC in the upcoming assembly elections in West Bengal.

**MISSING AT THE MEETING**

The Trinamool Congress chief was absent at the meeting of senior party leaders in Kolkata.

**DAMAGE CONTROL**

Congress has been trying to contain the damage after the backlash against its managers in the Aam Aadmi Party.

**RAJASTHAN**

Cong aims to campaign against farmers, slams new laws

Defeating money power, win people’s minds: DMK chief

The DMK has launched a campaign against the new farm laws, targeting the money power of the opposition parties.

**CONGRESS AND BJP HAD TO CONTEST WITH THE “EXPECTED” RESULTS, CONGRESS SOURCES SAID.**

**THE INDIAN EXPRESS, MONDAY, DECEMBER 21, 2020**

New Delhi
Metro car 8 does not ego issue, open to talks: Uddhav

Aryan Khan's name has been added to the list of people under investigation in the NCB's case against the actor. In a statement, Aryan Khan's lawyer said he was not aware of the NCB's allegations and that the actor would cooperate with the investigation.

"We are not aware of the allegations and we will cooperate with the investigation," the lawyer said.

However, the NCB has not commented on the statement yet.

---

**Arthritis slams I-T searches, to shut Punjab mandis this week in protest**

Farmers plan to protest against the Income Tax Department's raids on their farms, demanding the withdrawal of the new farm laws.

"We are going to protest against the Income Tax Department's raids on our farms," said one of the farmers. "We demand the withdrawal of the new farm laws and the reinstatement of the old ones."

---

**Mumbai civic polls: Cong should contest alone; new city chief**

The Congress has decided not to contest the upcoming civic polls in Mumbai alone. Instead, it will contest the elections as a part of a larger alliance.

"We have decided not to contest alone," a senior Congress leader said. "We will contest as a part of a larger alliance in the Mumbai civic polls.

---

**New Delhi: Muslimsную 1500 times when the Prophet (PBUH) was in Mecca, we have asked them not to come to our matbaa. There is no such thing as 'hate speech' in Islam. We ask all Muslims to support the Prophet (PBUH) and his teachings."

---

**Delhi: Aryan Khan's lawyer says he will cooperate with the investigation**
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---
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2017 train accident: NI suspected, Raol: Rely probe finds faulty part

Department of the East Coast Railway "has not conducted any investigation into such incident in the area wherein the train derailed." The final probe report, prepared by DR (South Central) Rae Kripal, states that "the accident occurred due to passage of train at speed without applying brake", which was prohibited at the time." The report adds that there was no signs of any other person or vehicle, including cyclists, on the track during the accident.

The probe report states that "...whether the human error occurred due to materialisation of the Civil Engineering board could be conclusively established.
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The probe report states that "...whether the human error occurred due to materialisation of the Civil Engineering board could be conclusively established.

Its investigation was initiated by the railway police, which concluded that the cause of the derailment was a "fractured" part of the track.

However, the probe report concludes that "...whether the human error occurred due to materialisation of the Civil Engineering board could be conclusively established."
India has postponed the consideration of controversial questions—an official language, reservations for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, and the functioning of Parliament—by extending the relevant time limits. But now the country will have to face the extremely divisive issue of delimitation in just a few years.

India's move to expand its Production-Linked Incentive scheme for the chemical industry is a significant step. The scheme, which is expected to benefit companies that manufacture high-value-added chemicals, is designed to boost the country's chemical industry and create new jobs. The government has also announced plans to ease the stringent and archaic labour laws that have long been seen as a major barrier to the growth of labour-intensive manufacturing in India. These moves are commendable and will help the country to compete at a global level.

The recent moves are a part of the broader strategy to attract foreign investment and promote domestic production. The government has been actively courting foreign investors and has made several changes in its policies to make the country more investor-friendly. The expansion of the Production-Linked Incentive scheme, the easing of labour laws, and the opening up of some sectors to foreign investment are all steps in the right direction.

However, there are still some challenges to be addressed. One of the main concerns is the lack of skilled workers in India. The government needs to focus on improving the education and skill development system to ensure that the country has the necessary workforce to take advantage of these opportunities. Additionally, the country needs to work on improving its infrastructure and regulatory environment to make it more attractive for foreign investors.

In conclusion, India's recent moves to expand its Production-Linked Incentive scheme and ease labour laws are significant steps forward. However, the country needs to continue to work on improving its overall business environment to attract the investment it needs for growth.
THE FOOD SECURITY BARGAIN

Punjab produces surplus food, but it has not had large-scale industrialisation. The current agitation has a lot to do with this deficit

Dhanmanjiri Sathe

THE AGRITRaqUl of farmers, mainly from Punjab, is at the heart of the current wave of protests in New Delhi. Yet, this massive agitation is a microcosm of a larger problem that the country has been facing for many years. Farmers' protests are a symptom of a deep-seated issue: the failure of the government to address the needs of farmers and the rural economy.

Punjab, along with other states in the north, has been witnessing a steady decline in the purchasing power of agricultural produce. This is evident from the fact that the MSP (Minimum Support Price) for rice and wheat has been declining for the past few years. The recent agitation, therefore, can be seen as a protest against the government's failure to protect the interests of farmers.

The government has attempted to address this issue by implementing various policies, such as the MSP system. However, these policies have not been effective in ensuring fair prices for farmers. The government needs to come up with a comprehensive strategy to address the issue of food security and ensure that farmers get a fair price for their produce.

The government should also focus on developing the rural economy and providing better opportunities for agricultural workers. This can be done by investing in rural infrastructure, providing better education and health facilities, and developing new markets for agricultural produce.

In conclusion, the current agitation is a reflection of the failures of the government in addressing the needs of farmers and the rural economy. The government needs to take urgent action to address this issue and ensure that farmers get a fair price for their produce.

WHAT THE OTHERS SAY

Jibran Anwer should try to control the farmers' protests. This brave leader in the UK is the first to develop a comprehensive and successful strategy in the UK. His lessons are applicable to the current situation.

The views of the author are personal.
**TENDER NOTICE (GMC Project) - MG04/2020-21**

The Government of Maharashtra invites the eligible contractors to submit their tenders for the following works:

- **Construction of Nal Damodar Water Supply Scheme in the City of Nashik.**

**Details:**
- **Location:** City of Nashik
- **Nature of Work:** Construction of Nal Damodar Water Supply Scheme.
- **No. of tenders:** 2
- **Value of the work:** Rs. 59,90,00,000
- **Last date of submission:** 02/04/2021
- **Date & time of opening:** 04/04/2021, 11:00 AM
- **Tender Document:**
  - **Sale Price:** Rs. 400/-
  - **Bid Document:**
    - **Sale Price:** Rs. 1,00,000/-
    - **Download Price:** Rs. 5,600/-

**ATTENTION:**
- **Note:** More tender details can be obtained from the website: https://etendermmrda.maharashtra.gov.in

**For further information if require you may please contact Shri. Arvind Dhabe, Executive Engineer or on E-mail: arvind.dhabe@mailmmrda.maharashtra.gov.in or on service desk at the following ID:**

Shri. Arvind Dhabe, Executive Engineer

**EXECUTIVE ENGINEER**, MMRDA

**OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER, RWS&S DIVISION, BALASORE**

8133, Pratap Nagar, Vile Parle (West), Mumbai - 400056

Tel: 26590001/02/03

Fax: 26591264

E-mail: arvind.dhabe@mailmmrda.maharashtra.gov.in

or on E-mail: etendersupport@mailmmrda.maharashtra.gov.in or on service desk at the following ID:

Shri. Arvind Dhabe, Executive Engineer

**EXECUTIVE ENGINEER**, MMRDA

**HIGHWAYS DEPARTMENT**

**GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA**

**TENDER NOTICE NO. 379/2020-21**

**Name of the Work:** Construction of 3-lane flyover in Segment II between km 6+140 to km 6+950 of Western Express Highway.

**Details:**
- **Location:** Segment II between km 6+140 to km 6+950 of Western Express Highway
- **Nature of Work:** Construction of 3-lane flyover
- **No. of tenders:** 2
- **Value of the work:** Rs. 67,00,00,000
- **Last date of submission:** 01/02/2021
- **Date & time of opening:** 03/02/2021, 11:00 AM
- **Tender Document:**
  - **Sale Price:** Rs. 400/-
  - **Bid Document:**
    - **Sale Price:** Rs. 1,00,000/-
    - **Download Price:** Rs. 5,600/-

**ATTENTION:**
- **Note:** More tender details can be obtained from the website: https://etendermmrda.maharashtra.gov.in

**For further information if require you may please contact Shri. Arvind Dhabe, Executive Engineer or on E-mail: arvind.dhabe@mailmmrda.maharashtra.gov.in or on service desk at the following ID:**

Shri. Arvind Dhabe, Executive Engineer

**EXECUTIVE ENGINEER**, MMRDA

**OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER, RWS&S DIVISION, BALASORE**

8133, Pratap Nagar, Vile Parle (West), Mumbai - 400056

Tel: 26590001/02/03

Fax: 26591264

E-mail: arvind.dhabe@mailmmrda.maharashtra.gov.in

or on E-mail: etendersupport@mailmmrda.maharashtra.gov.in or on service desk at the following ID:

Shri. Arvind Dhabe, Executive Engineer

**EXECUTIVE ENGINEER**, MMRDA

**MAGH MELA 2020-21**

Triveni Bhawan, Triveni Bank, Dabar, Prayagraj, Prayagraj - 211001

Tel: 0712-2382278

Fax: 0712-2382279

E-mail: prayagraj.mela@nic.in

Website: www.prayagraj.gov.in

**REQUEST FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST (REOI) FOR MELA MELA CONSTRUCTION WORK**

Cheem Metropolitana Development Authority (CMDA), Government of Telangana, is hereby inviting the expression of interest from the eligible contractors for the supply of material, labour and equipment for the manufacture of the Mela Mela for the Mela Mela 2020-21.

The detailed REOI and Terms of Reference are available in the website - for any query, please contact the Telangana Government. Those interested in providing the services for the above mentioned assignment under the CMDA can contact the CMDA.

**For further details, please contact:**

Mr. Mohammad Zafar Ali, Deputy Director, CMDA, Telangana Metro Hub, Gudur Road, Begumpatnam, Hyderabad - 500010

Tel: 040-23308111/12/13/14/15/16/17

Fax: 040-23308118

E-mail: cmda@cmda.telangana.gov.in
The research team looked at a molecule called spike glycoprotein (S), which confersthe spike protein, a protein that plays an important role in the life cycle and ability to invade and cause damage in the body. The team also identified places where the spike protein could be made more effective and thus reduce the risk of infection. The study appeared in Scientific Reports.

**Gold disclosure scheme**

The second issue they are examining on this front is the management of India's most valuable asset: gold. A 12% drop in gold prices over the past year has helped the country's gold balance sheet, but a slowdown is not the best outcome.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) now has a scheme to sell gold to the public at a discount, and it has been very successful. The scheme has helped reduce the country's gold imports and make the public more aware of the importance of gold. However, the government needs to find a way to make the scheme more sustainable on a long-term basis.

**Monetisation of enemy property assets**

The third issue discussed in the report is the monetisation of enemy property assets. Enemy property assets are assets that were seized from countries that were once at war with India. The government can sell these assets and use the proceeds to fund development projects. However, the government needs to be careful in selling these assets, as some of them may be of historical or cultural significance.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the report highlights the importance of taking a coordinated approach to addressing India's economic challenges. The government needs to work on improving the quality and quantity of its public expenditures, strengthen its fiscal policy, and ensure that its financial system is robust and transparent. The report also highlights the importance of addressing India's environmental challenges, including air pollution and climate change.
Facial recognition technology is being used to identify and track individuals in public places.

The Jharkhand CM says there are a lot of questions regarding the Centre's measures during the pandemic. He has pointed out that the Centre has been forming alliances with states to counter the Centre's measures.

"The country's federalsystem exists to weigh the state's needs. If the Centre does not weigh the state's needs, then it becomes a problem," the CM said. He added that the Centre's measures during the pandemic have been questioned, and there have been questions regarding the Centre's measures.

The Centre has been admitted at Rajendra Hospital, and the state has set an example in establishing hospitals.

The Centre's measures have been questioned, and the Centre has been forming alliances with states to counter the Centre's measures. The Centre has been questioned for not weighing the state's needs.

The Centre's measures during the pandemic have been questioned, and there have been questions regarding the Centre's measures.

The Centre has been forming alliances with states to counter the Centre's measures. The Centre has been questioned for not weighing the state's needs.

The Centre's measures during the pandemic have been questioned, and there have been questions regarding the Centre's measures.

The Centre has been forming alliances with states to counter the Centre's measures. The Centre has been questioned for not weighing the state's needs.
Putin said that the country needed a "political will" to solve the problem and that he was ready to "work together with everyone concerned." He added that the plan would be presented to the authorities of the Russian Federation to discuss the situation.
The concept of Positive Pay is to avoid cheque frauds and is implemented for a fee. Positive Pay is a cheque payment system that allows banks to check the validity of cheques before they are processed for payment. This system helps in reducing the instances of cheque fraud and ensures that cheques are paid only to legitimate beneficiaries.

The Indian banking sector has been facing severe challenges due to increasing instances of cheque frauds. Cheque frauds not only cause financial losses to banks, but they also result in a loss of confidence among customers. To address this issue, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) introduced the Positive Pay system in 2003. This system has helped in reducing the instances of cheque frauds and has been successful in protecting the banks and customers from financial losses.

The Positive Pay system is implemented by the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) and the Clearing House Electronics Services India Limited (CHEPS). The system involves the following steps:

1. The drawer bank sends the cheque details to the clearing house through the CHS.
2. The clearing house sends the cheque details to the payee bank.
3. The payee bank verifies the cheque details with the drawer bank.
4. If the cheque details match, the payee bank authorizes the payment. If there are any discrepancies, the cheque is rejected.

The Positive Pay system has helped in reducing the instances of cheque frauds and has been successful in protecting the banks and customers from financial losses. The system has been well-received by the banking industry and has been praised for its effectiveness in reducing cheque frauds.
Josh Hazlewood’s immaculate control was a hallmark at grade matches during his early years in Bendemeer.
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Tentatively. The same thing happened at Lord's. Whenever the batsmen were beaten, the bowlers bowled really well, and consistently. The ball took the edge. Compared to Lord's, it tells us a lot. GUNDAPPA VISWANATH

India's batsmen will get some very good deliveries; but not much later or seam movement. (Cheteshwar) Pujara scored 42 or less against England again in my lifetime. It doesn't feel good. But they have to just leave this behind and play their best. Everything combines when a team gets out for such a low score. All the bowlers would be very well, top-order batters would get some very good deliveries from the lower order.

In Adelaide, the pitch became a little quicker on the third day. The Australian bowlers bowled really well, and consistently. "The same thing happened at Lord's. Whenever the batsmen were beaten, the ball took the edge. Compared to Lord's, it tells us a lot."

The Indian team has played enough cricket to get the best of these situations. There are players in this team who have played 50-70 Tests and even without Kohli, this team has the ability to bounce back. (Ajinkya) Rahane has captained India before, some players have been in good form. There are players who have been in good form. There are players for whom this is not only India's problem. If you are not going into the fourth or fifth day. You can't play blindly off the front foot or back foot. You have to pick the length early and can't stay away from the crease. Either you have to full forward or play off the back foot. Against spinners, you have to remain in the crease and play the ball through the legs.

At Test level, you have to adjust the moving target and bounce. You are there because you are good enough and should be in that position. I won't say they (Indian batsmen) are not going to find a way to adjust and play according to the situation. (As told to Pravin Purohit)

New Delhi

"Never thought I would see India getting all out for 42 or less again"

The Indian team has played enough cricket to get the best of these situations. There are players in this team who have played 50-70 Tests and even without Kohli, this team has the ability to bounce back. (Ajinkya) Rahane has captained India before, some players have been in good form. There are players for whom this is not only India's problem. If you are not going into the fourth or fifth day. You can't play blindly off the front foot or back foot. You have to pick the length early and can't stay away from the crease. Either you have to full forward or play off the back foot. Against spinners, you have to remain in the crease and play the ball through the legs.

At Test level, you have to adjust the moving target and bounce. You are there because you are good enough and should be in that position. I won't say they (Indian batsmen) are not going to find a way to adjust and play according to the situation. (As told to Pravin Purohit)